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Surfaces include the scored faces of my old and worn golf irons, 
the overlapping boards of my handmade rowboat, the high, wind-catching 
side of my keelless aluminum canoe, and the bending tips of the fl y rods I 
inherited from my father-in-law. Surfaces evoke images, hold memories, and 
occasion stories. Th ey are the worn peasant shoes that philosopher Heidegger 
found, on refl ection, to be rich with meaning; they are the pair of scuff ed 
shoes I wore to work at a Chrysler missile plant, which infuriated a fellow 
worker who thought my apparent disinterest in caring for my shoes was a 
display of superiority by indiff erence.

Surfaces are infi nite in number and form. Th ey are distinct in themselves, 
but we oft en perceive them in their contexts and juxtapositions. Moving 
from small to big and big to small, gathering and pulling apart, they 
multiply as a person’s eyes toggle and he moves farther and closer to 
them. Surfaces attach to and, conversely, point away from what is imme-
diate to them. Bountiful in presence, they give manifest testimony to 
myriad things and the plethora of life, as suggested by the frontispiece of 
this work, which depicts an epiphany of life. Perceived by the senses as 
identical to their material existence in the world, surfaces, as a fi rst and 
primary face of being, serve as signals, are made into images, and then become 
symbols, metaphors, and icons through which we transact connections and 
understanding.

Surfaces evade easy defi nition. Th ey raise classic questions of episte-
mology and aesthetics. Th ey require thinkers to ask themselves what they 
perceive, how they sense and classify surfaces, and how they transform 
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Our senses evolved as sublime intelligence-gathering operations 
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surfaces (individually and in combination with other surfaces) into ideas 
and images. Furthermore, surfaces, as perceived, experienced, envisioned, 
and represented by images or words, lead thinkers to the question of how 
surfaces capture thinkers, and how thinkers capture surfaces. Along other 
lines, thinkers ask about how the world is encountered by body and mind, 
how humans order the world with images, and how images form con-
scious and subconscious meanings out of which arise cultural and social 
understanding.

Although I do not engage these questions at length or systematically, I 
leave my responses to them embedded at various points in this unfolding 
narrative and off er a few preliminary ideas about surfaces that might serve 
as a primer, or light calisthenics, for the course ahead. For defi nitions, I 
turn momentarily to the work of James J. Gibson (1904–79), American 
psychologist and realist, whose Ecological Approach to Visual Perception 
introductorily asks: “Why, in the triad of medium, substance, and surfaces, 
are surfaces so important?” He replies, considering particularly how surfaces 
defi ne layout and the interaction of things with light: “Th e surface is where 
the action is.”1 Refusing to make surfaces merely the sum of interpretations 
of them, he issues what could be considered—at least I would embrace it as 
such—an anthropologist’s or historian’s manifesto challenging the reduc-
tion of surfaces to abstractions and quantitative measures. Reminding one 
of early-twentieth-century French philosopher Henri Bergson, he resists 
defi ning the outer world and surfaces as an homogeneous set of calculable 
geometric spaces, lines, points, and fi xed moments of time that describe 
both the organization of the world and the optics of perception. At odds 
with the scientifi c tradition, which is commonly identifi ed as starting with 
Descartes and extending to Newton and beyond (see my short history 
in chapter 5), Gibson declares that human perception and vision are rooted 
in man himself as an ambulant and ambient being. Circling and seeing, 
Gibson’s perceiver moves in the medium of air, below a sky, and across the 
horizontal band of a landscape. His perspectives are continuous, multiple, 
and varied. Th e landscape and objects presented are illuminated, shaded, 
crammed with beaming, refl ective, and reclusive faces that absorb, emit, 
transmit, and radiate light. Th is ambulating creature examines, perceives, 
pays attention, and, I would add, intermittently uses all his senses, not 
just his eyes, to observe, verify, take heed, and respond as he goes. He 
does not follow set lines, look through a consistent or determining frame, 
or walk in a fi xed protocol; he does not step, snap, and shoot what he 
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perceives. To the contrary, he operates in diverse modes and uses many forms 
of engagement. Drawn from a plethora of surfaces, his harvest of faces, 
covers, shells, wrappings, and laminates includes countless shapes and 
objects, contexts and compositions, and fi ne- and coarse-grained substances. 
He sees singular and multitudinous objects, myriad spaces of diverse con-
tours, permanence and change, and substances of all types—solids, gases, 
liquids, meshes, and nets, to name only a few.

Gibson identifi es three categories in the visual world. First are substances. 
Next is the sum of objects and diversifi ed mediums, which could be water, 
soil, or air (or, beyond his elaboration, skin, blood, food, tools, wrappers, and 
so on). Th ird, there are surfaces, which, for Gibson, are the most expressive, 
immediate, and interactive faces of the world beyond ourselves. Additionally, 
surfaces have distinct shapes; belong to large areas or landscapes; are illumi-
nated or in the shade; and have distinct refl ective qualities, which constitute 
their colors. Th us, for Gibson, a realist, human perceptions and visions do 
not arise out of—or have their origin in—interpretations, emotions, ideas, 
memory, or traditions (as much facile modern and contemporary aesthetic 
and social theory contends), but instead belong to the structure and being 
of what is seen, and are embedded in our mechanisms and mechanics of 
seeing it.2

Gibson’s ecological defi nition of perception can be augmented. First, 
in addition to sight, other human senses—hearing, smell, and especially 
touch—identify, authenticate, and enhance what is perceived, experienced, 
and taken and named as surfaces. Second, the perception of surfaces (as 
singular or collective, unifi ed or juxtaposed) is contingent on whether 
they are being perceived for the fi rst time or in light of previous associations, 
experiences, and established images and modes of perception. Although I 
agree with Gibson that memory is not the source of (or even need accom-
pany) perception, surfaces do call forth previous experiences, which implies 
learning. (As a young physiologist, William James insisted that learning 
occurs quickly, almost instantaneously, in early encounters.) Learning, or 
call it instinctual assimilation, derives from the engagement and interaction 
of body and surfaces.

Third, surfaces are incorporated into experience, learning, and 
education. Surfaces, which become the object of observation, are taken in 
by eye, mind, and hand; they are explored and entered into—their inner 
space, compositions, linings, ligaments, tubes, organs, and so forth. In this 
way, surfaces are classifi ed as objects and noted as similar or diff erent in 
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their type, location, use, need, association, and so on. Known visually, 
tactilely, and with sensual immediacy, surfaces are distinguished and 
classifi ed. Hence perception, vision, and recognition are compounded 
with images, names, defi nitions, and complex experiences. (Th is opens 
the door to a paradox frequently debated in aesthetic, religious, and philo-
sophical discourse: people look without seeing. Phrased diff erently, seeing is 
not recognizing, and recognizing is not perceiving.) Th e failure to see 
the nose on one’s face, to cite the vernacular expression for being blind to 
what one sees, is a problem in perception of all familiar surfaces—the face 
of common things, objects, persons, and landscapes. It has resonance for 
members of our advanced, engineered, and organized society, in which all 
is made to have a smooth, repetitive, dependable, and thus unnoticed place 
and function.

Th e increasing and radical dominance of made—that is, engineered, 
designed, and organized—surfaces establishes the narrative and underpin-
ning chronology of this work. In turn, my preference for narrative removes 
this book from a static study of philosophy, aesthetics, and psychology and 
gives it over to history to outline the stunning growth of human knowl-
edge, design, and creation of material, social, and intellectual surfaces. I 
begin my narrative with the story of man as a set of surfaces living amid a 
world of surfaces in biological and evolutionary time. Aft er focusing on the 
profound transformations of mind, action, and society in relation to surfaces 
in Paleolithic, Neolithic, and Classical times, I focus principally on Europe 
and western culture, which with the Industrial Revolution became beyond 
comparison the world’s most radical and profound synthesizer and artifi cer 
of macro- and microsurfaces and the source of the contemporary world’s 
dramatic, revolutionary fashioning of natural, made, thought, and designed 
surfaces.

Th e proof that the contemporary person is a creature largely of human 
making is found today in almost every surface seen, touched, conceived 
of, and designed. Made, invented, controlled, and administered surfaces 
defi ne whole environments and shape lives. Th ey form images and minds, 
establish symbols and metaphors, and elicit dreams. Unlike his predeces-
sor of a century ago, the inhabitant of a contemporary city lives among 
macro- and microsurfaces that are systematically built, scientifi cally and 
aesthetically designed, industrially manufactured, and commercially 
distributed across the world. Invented, controlled, and regulated as the 
cover of objects and the face of structures and environments, surfaces are 
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at the service of society’s pleasure and effi  ciency. Two-dimensional when 
serving as inner and outer walls, and three-dimensional when serving 
as ceilings and fl oors, surfaces form homes and buildings, towns, cities, 
and the countryside.3 Friendly to the needs of the individual body and 
responsive to group life, modern surfaces are strong, fl exible, safe, sanitary, 
smooth, bright, colorful, and even diaphanous. By contemporary design, 
they are cheap and effi  cient to make and either resistant to and conduc-
tive of water, oils, and electricity. Made in millions of shapes for endless 
contexts and functions, surfaces grid, cover, laminate, wrap, and enclose 
the exterior and interior spaces of manufactured things and legislated and 
administered lives.

From a historical perspective, the narrative of surfaces involves their 
propagation in number, use, and economic, synthetic, and specialized forms 
as covers and linings of the instruments, objects, structures, and landscapes 
of the world. Th e rough and broken roadways once traveled by even kings 
and aristocracy, which sinuously and erratically worked their way across 
the countryside, now have become the bountiful, fl at, even, and paved 
highways of car-owning nations. Th e cultivated gardens of the elite few are 
now echoed in the lawns and public parks of the people. Common building 
materials now include not just brick, stone, wood, and masonry, but steel, 
rubber, glass, plastic, and recycled materials, joined and coated by synthetic 
paints, sealants, caulking, and glues. Tools and machines of advanced and 
economic design now work, organize, contour, and control the face of made 
environments. Interior walls, ceilings, fl oors, and surface tops are well lit and 
smooth, pleasing the eye and serving the hand. Everywhere and on every-
thing, edges are rounded off  and rough surfaces are leveled, smoothed, and 
polished. Materials don’t snap, shatter, splinter, degrade, or rot as predictably 
as they did in the past. Roads and walkways have been made smooth, wide, 
and straight for easy and fast travel.

As society shapes the exterior surfaces of the world at large with legions 
of architects, gardeners, civil engineers, and inspectors, so it treats, cares, 
beautifi es, and covers human bodies. Armies of doctors and exercise instruc-
tors take up failing bodies, while plastic surgeons and cosmetologists take up 
sagging faces and rejuvenate paling, blemished, and wrinkled skin. Clothes, 
mass produced and composed of an expanding number of synthetic mate-
rials, are warm, waterproof, cleanable, and pleasurably colorful and styled. 
Th ey put a respectful cover on contemporary citizens, who must be dressed 
and taught manners and comportment for all occasions.
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Open offi  ces, with portable or even transparent walls, now have surfaces 
shaped and colored to confer congeniality, are well lit, and have effi  cient 
desks, rolling and, at least ideally, ergonomic chairs, and discrete and task-
specifi c technology. Tools and machines—from glue and scissors to pens 
and paper to computers and printers—effi  ciently design, fi ll, and dupli-
cate words, images, and numbers on lined and gridded sheets and screens. 
Packaging, ever so streamlined for strength and lightness, further illustrates 
how the appearance and functionality of surfaces constitute an element of 
effi  cient production and commerce.

As evidenced by its open and shining buildings, plazas, and public places, 
contemporary democratic and industrial society—the subject of chapter 7—
is heir to both a revolution in creating fresh surfaces and a profound cleanup.4 
Th is cleanup, the Herculean task of purging the Augean stables created by 
the growth and expansion of humanity, was carried out essentially in the 
past 150 years as science, technology, earth-moving and water-channeling 
civil engineering, public health agencies, and governments took control of 
water and land; removed wastes; swept away dust, dirt, and other nuisances; 
and regulated the movement, behavior, and discharges of human bodies and 
ever-expanding industries.

With immense supplies of water and innovative machines, modern indus-
trial society created a giant administrative and technological broom. Its pur-
pose was to sweep clean city surfaces of the perennial dirt its enlarging and 
industrially engaged populations created. Modernity’s war for cleanliness, 
as well as for production and effi  ciency, was waged in factories, in homes, 
and on the streets, as well as on the skin, faces, and clothes of a new breed of 
citizen. Cleanliness promised a bright, safe, healthy, and abundant world. All 
surfaces would shine as a beacon of this new world.

Cleaning regimes made great advances coincident with the advent of 
industrialized lighting.5 Light brought concealed surfaces and fi gures to 
the fore. It spotlit hidden enemies in previously dark and indistinguish-
able places. Night’s shadowy underworld was increasingly vanquished and 
banished to alleys, lanes, and the unlit countryside and farmyard. Meanwhile, 
the modernizing world caught glimpses of itself and its inhabitants in the 
multiplying and alluring faces of illuminated glass storefronts. Footlights 
accented bright wardrobes, while intense electric lights in hospital rooms 
eliminated the necessity of lugging patients to naturally lit galleries for 
surgeries, and lightbulbs dangled over the smooth wood fl oors of dance halls 
late into the evening. More individuals strode out of the crowded wings of 
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historical obscurity into the footlights of the contemporary stage. Clean, 
bright, and colorfully dressed, the democratic many, like new lords and 
ladies of contemporary times, pressed forward to participate in the drama of 
their times.

Parading, marching, and above all strolling, national populations put 
themselves on display. Soldiers paraded in uniform under brilliant ban-
ners; cheerful and well-heeled citizens wore colorful clothing. At the beach, 
women started to show more skin, bobbing along the shores. And if full 
nudity was still reserved for and relished only in dimly lit bedrooms, on the 
canvases of bold avant-garde art, idealized nudes cropped up abundantly 
across the pictorial landscape. In that world, Venus sat incarnate in the white 
fl esh of Manet’s nude picnicker or, like Renoir’s busty bathing pink lady, 
waded into fresh waters.

Glass windows and showcases made a lush splash of shine up and down 
the avenues. Like manifestoes, they declared the availability and selection 
of goods and products within. Stylish young women twirled umbrellas, 
and dapper, fl irting young men trolled the streets. While nations began to 
assemble their uniformed and decorated recruits and fi ll the atmosphere with 
signs and slogans, a newfound glamour protested its independence in a living 
display of fashionably decorated surfaces formalized with proper but dashing 
gestures.

Avenues were straightened and widened for crowd control and traffi  c fl ow, 
and areas were zoned and rezoned, while buildings grew taller and metro and 
train lines cut multiplying straight lines above, below, and beyond the city. 
Out of this new grid of space and time, still taller steel, concrete, and glass 
structures arose. Th ese and other great structures—bridges, canals, tunnels, 
ports, zoos, and railroad stations—redefi ned cityscapes, and vertical surfaces 
intersected with horizontal skylines. Th e hour’s project, which both declared 
and monumentalized itself—most distinctly through the rich and diverse 
faces of world fairs and expositions—was the creation of a new body and face 
for collective mankind.

Light and air broke into dark cellars. At the same time, medicine unblush-
ingly produced new scopes and bent germ-resistant stainless-steel instru-
ments to deeply probe human orifi ces. Reform and therapy sought to chase 
away hidden membranes of psychological darkness. Everywhere space and 
life was slated for transfi guration by the transformation of society’s surfaces. 
Women were brightly wrapped in new fabrics, and objects for sale were neatly 
and symmetrically displayed in ordered piles, on shelves, and in transparent 
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cases and cabinets, with owners and workers standing neatly nearby. Steel 
alloys (fashioned with chromium, manganese, tungsten, and titanium) 
glistened in fi ne tooling and ever-fi ner and turning gears.

Th e era’s surfaces did not form a still life, however. Machines and crowds 
moved, life in its fl ashing surfaces. Th e spins, turns, and falls of the era’s 
amusement parts mimicked a world breaking out of old, slow, and staid ways. 
Startling new invented, synthetic, mixed, fused, and kaleidoscopic surfaces 
appeared in shift ing combinations and altering patterns, and they freneti-
cally danced the fi ne line—presented in the clicking rolls of early motion 
pictures and so meticulously exploited by Charlie Chaplin—between 
effi  cient production and chaotic commotion. With newly woven patterns, 
fresh textures, keen lines, and wild juxtapositions between the old and the 
new, the small and the big, the slow and the fast—and the horse and the 
car—modernity insisted on metamorphosis. Natural and traditional surfaces 
testifi ed to the imminent eclipse of the past. As one set of outer coverings of 
things (tools, weavings, containers, environments, and landscapes) voiced 
nostalgia for handicraft , another, and contradicting, set of surfaces declared 
an ongoing future revision: Th e surfaces of the city would change in a mor-
phing, rising swell that would quicken and sweep across countryside and 
nation, transforming and baptizing everything anew.

Movement was experienced everywhere. It was, in itself, the surface of 
changing times. Revolutionary inventions such as automobiles, bicycles, 
motorcycles, powerboats, and airplanes propelled life at new paces and 
rhythms. Elevators and escalators serving high-rise buildings brought 
vertical motion to horizontally spreading cities. Telegraph, telephone, 
and power lines transmitted energy and communication invisibly and at 
previously undreamt-of speeds. Hung from poles, buried in the ground, or 
strung along the bottom of the sea, these lines—which seemed to be magic 
conduits—formed grids and networks of transmissions and communica-
tions. Meanwhile, like a commanding avatar, clocks were hung in stations, 
courthouses, factories, and classrooms, dictating the pace of manufacturing, 
business, education, and public administration. A tick-tock enshrined all 
objects and compelled confessions of when production kept to a prescribed 
pace, moved faster, or fell behind. All perceptions were becoming temporal.

Th ings were zooming out from under eternity’s broad and fi xed grid. In 
1909, Futurist F. T. Marinetti, who glorifi ed engines and especially motor-
cycles, those wonderful fusions of car and bike, frame and motor, carriage 
and power, made accelerating speed and aggression his manifesto. Futurism 
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was grounded in the promotion of a complete renewal of human sensibil-
ity brought about by the great discoveries of science in changing times. Th e 
telegraph, the telephone, the phonograph, the train, the bicycle, the auto-
mobile, the ocean liner, the dirigible, the airplane, the cinema, and the great 
newspapers (syntheses of the newly kaleidoscopic cosmos)—each had a 
diff erent and decisive infl uence on minds.6

Just as movie projectors fl ickered a progression of scenes onto a screen, 
visual artists sought to transform lines, colors, and images into energy, 
motion, and ideas. Th ey too conjured invisible dimensions of being. Th ey 
submerged thing and mind below sight and touch and other bodily sensa-
tions. Matter, which to the end of the nineteenth century had held so fi rm 
and certain for materialists, was vaporized. Turn-of-the-century entertain-
ment featuring the unseen included demonstrations of electricity, hypnosis, 
psychoanalysis, and more. Th en, too, there was physics. Master mystery 
maker, it performed the impossible stunt of dividing even the invisible and 
even etymologically indivisible atom (in Greek, a tomein, “that which can’t 
be cut”) into tiny parts and set them moving in seas of attractions and repul-
sions and traveling at hyperspeeds through vast interior spaces as particles 
and waves of convertible mass, energy, and light.

With new theories and innovative technologies, scientists turned their 
scrutinizing gazes inward, as we will see in chapter 8. Making surface per-
ceptions seem not just by defi nition but in truth “superfi cial perceptions,” 
physicists sought to visualize and envision what could not be directly seen 
or touched. No mean magicians themselves, chemists, in conjunction with 
industry, began to describe, manipulate, and even make new materials by 
understanding and controlling combinations of atoms (molecules) and their 
reactions, and their work proceeded at accelerating rates throughout the 
twentieth century.

Physics, chemistry, and their associated sciences and technologies declared 
the existence of whole defi ning orders and factories, all below the faculties of 
human sight and touch, that could be explored and utilized. Pulling rabbit 
aft er rabbit out of their hats, the new sciences produced new technologies 
that enabled industry and medicine to establish beachheads for a full-scale 
invasion into unexplored lands of body and matter, cell and atom. Th ey 
would let no surface, no skin, no membrane go unexamined or unpeeled. 
Seeking what had been invisible and untouchable since the beginning of time, 
science put the world under the microscope and within the reach of hand, 
tool, and machine. And if science did not explicitly invalidate immediate 
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sensory perceptions, and the concepts and understanding derived from them, 
it did qualify any claim on the foundational truth of what was immediately 
apparent to eye and hand. Just as religion and philosophy once—and, for that 
matter, still do—dispute immediate perceptions and the ideas based on them 
as superfi cial and false, contemporary science, with all its power to predict 
and make things, judges surface observations and consequent knowledge as 
shallow because it lacks contact with the invisible, interior, and effi  cacious 
laws of things.

In simpler terms, science and technology brought forth verifi able truths 
from subsurface theories. Beginning its interior expeditions through the 
skin into the human body with x-rays, technology ventured on with the 
penetrating powers of angiograms, magnetic resonance imaging, and CT 
scans, which now send back images from the deepest spaces of the human 
body. Exterior surfaces, which once concealed the inner continents of bodies, 
became transparent doors that swing open to our enhanced peering eyes and 
probing hands as surgeons inspect and repair the interiors and exteriors of 
spinal columns, hearts and other organs, tissues, nerves, and cells. Stem cell 
research now promises that we can someday literally grow replacement parts 
for skin, organs, and cells of every sort. Genome mapping, gene design, and 
nanotechnology mount ever more penetrating expeditions into the body’s 
invisible depths. Th e surface and foundation of the universe have become 
porous, diaphanous, touchable, and alterable in their depth. And doctors, 
among the fi rst explorers of the inner depths, have learned to read sheets and 
screens of invisible organs and processes, deciphering what until recently have 
been largely unexplored realms.

Yet envisioning inward surfaces still relies upon visualizing exterior sur-
faces. In reviewing a book on Leonardo, possessor of the greatest natural 
eye and most adroit hand, Ariane Banke writes of the primacy of visualiza-
tion, “However sophisticated our techniques for probing the unknown—
x-ray, sonar, electron microscopy, ultrasound, computer modeling—we are 
constrained by our inability to visualize [except] in three dimensions, with 
light and shade, relief and color. As we attempt to ‘see’ the unseeable—the 
arrangement of atoms in space, for instance—we still have to resort to those 
visual devices that have become integral to our purchase on the world.”7

Science and technology, however, did more than peer inward and publish 
its results to enhance the function of earthly eyes and to guide earthly hands. 
Starting in the 1920s, thanks to synthetic chemistry’s creations from coal tar 
and petrochemicals, a long string of polymers came to compose the surfaces, 
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walls, and capsules of our lives. Plastics, beginning with Lucite, vinyl, and 
Bakelite, proved the synthetic powers of chemistry by resurfacing our goods, 
tools, and even machines, and their invention began what from any historical 
perspective is seen as a great revolution: the creation of new materials for the 
sake of surfaces.

With multiple desirable properties, including transparency and pliability, 
plastics metamorphosed the world of things as they are used, touched, and 
seen. As the polymer nylon, created in 1938, drew attention to a woman’s 
shapely and clean-shaven legs, so the same material, in the form of parachutes, 
enabled the descent of airmen and paratroopers back to earth during World 
War II. In a diff erent form and for a diff erent end, nylon’s younger cousin 
Velcro, patented in 1955, kept people and things under tighter wraps with its 
fresh array of hooks and loops. Tefl on, with an opposite assignment, lined 
pots and pans so that food didn’t stick to them. Polymers, which produced 
joining superglues and adhesives, made possible many of the substances that 
compose the light, strong materials that characterize contemporary indus-
tries. Current research in biomacromolecules, for example, is looking for 
a new polymer in spider silk proteins. Herein, it is conjectured, might 
be found materials for engineering membranes of slow-release medicine 
capsules, lightweight waterproof fabrics, biologically friendly plastics for 
surgery, and strong and fl exible components for aircraft  manufacture and 
space capsules, all sought by industries producing sturdy, light, malleable, 
and smooth wrappers for hulls, wings, and other structures.

We fi nd ourselves repeatedly marveling at such ordinary and attractively 
shaped things. We praise such creations as light and extra-strong snowblow-
ers, paints that don’t chip, wood as durable and smooth as stone, and the 
omnipresent screens fi lled with images and words that are cropping up across 
the globe. Before us, instantaneously, is the face of the sun, a suppression of a 
people, a soothingly voiced president—all to be seen on the universal screen. 
We fi nd ourselves in a cocoon of made surfaces. Th e face of nature seems 
banished from our days—it is an illusion of the present, a hunger for the past, 
or a set of images serving commerce, tourism, and political parties centered 
on preserving the environment.

Our world, so to speak, has become superfi cial. It is composed of 
made, invented, and artifi cial surfaces. Th ey form our walls, our house of 
mirrors—or simply our artifi cial, fabricated, composite, specialized, inte-
grated, controlled, and manipulated environments. Th ey establish mind and 
body, home and work, street and landscape; they off er exterior signs and 
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identities of self and other; they become signs and symbols for what we are 
and what is around us. Th ey represent, decorate, and advertise who and what 
we are and what we want and would have ourselves be. We have become, to 
materialize this idea, our fl ooring, walls, ceilings, windows—the face of the 
materials of which they are made—and also the streets and lawns we look out 
on. And we conform our words and actions to them—to, for example, the 
Formica and knotty pine, the plastics and aluminum we produce, shape, and 
live among. We increasingly grow accustomed to living in and thinking of 
ourselves in environments of our extensive making, constant invention, and 
profound transformation. We have organized and compartmentalized spaces 
and surfaces to fi t our activities and ideals. And in this way, we weave our-
selves, mind and body, into the surfaces with which we surround ourselves. 
No wonder that our languages confl ate the artifi cial and the superfi cial. And 
from the broadest perspective, it can be said that contemporary national, 
commercial, and industrial society has empowered us as never before to 
design things and build environments and lives, and thus has entered us, on 
an unprecedented scale, into self-making and self-defi ning.

Surfaces—as always, but especially now—enwrap humans. Th ey house 
us in ongoing systems of constant revision and sought perfection. Surfaces 
become the object of total art and perpetual design. Th ey reorient being—
all of which is perceived, conceived, represented, and selected. Askew from 
and even in defi ance of tradition, synthetic and innovative surfaces off er 
new symbols and metaphors. To borrow Gibson’s division, they put humans 
before various substances and surfaces; off er fresh and diff erent mediums; 
and present humans with new points of interaction. Th is produces altered 
perceptions, mutates orders and contexts, and transforms senses and 
meanings. Surfaces place individuals before invented faces, enwrap us 
in altered grids and contexts, and off er innovative machines, tools, and 
materials. With perception, conceptions, and learning altered, alternative 
properties are assigned to being; people swear—on and by the very sur-
faces of things—our belief that the world is the sum of things made and 
displayed today.

Surfaces become fresh windows for seeing and unprecedented tools for 
making want and wish real. In this world, restless and relentlessly agile hands 
and eyes increasingly are equipped to transform all. Torn from tradition and 
nature, surfaces become ways to alter human life and mind.

• • •
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Of course, this analytic historical approach to surfaces cannot escape a 
nest of perplexing questions. It cannot fi nally resolve diff erences between 
natural and made surfaces and our perceptions and conceptions of them. 
Nevertheless, this approach, which joins narration, explanation, and specula-
tion, draws a tight bead on human relations to surfaces—and the dialectics 
between made surfaces and surfaces that defi ne their makers.

From the longest perspective of deep history, reaching back to human 
origins, I off er a dramatic narrative of humans as self-defi ning and self-
making creatures. In chapter 1, I start with humans as a unity of diverse 
and heterogeneous surfaces (skin, eyes, ears, noses, hair, hands, and so on) 
evolving amid myriad natural surfaces. Th e second chapter initiates a histori-
cal treatment of the interplay of body, mind, and world. With no intention 
to imply either a deterministic and materialistic causality or a unidirectional 
and inevitable progression, it conceives of the development of hands and 
tools as means to not only explore and manipulate the world, but also to 
form and unleash the extraordinary human brain, which integrates, directs, 
and organizes actions; transmits skills and knowledge; utilizes symbols; 
and envisions alternative worlds. Th is development proceeded dialectically 
with the formation of social groups, the emergence of communal representa-
tions of meaning, and the creation of language. All of these developments 
both resulted from and caused greater use, control, and symbolization of 
macro- and microsurfaces.

In chapter 3, I show how, starting with the Neolithic Age (twelve 
thousand to ten thousand years ago), advanced craft s and skills, which sup-
plied knowledge of and allowed for the creation of surfaces, transformed 
humans into makers of their environments and defi ners of their societies and 
themselves. Early civilizations, beginning approximately fi ft y-fi ve hundred 
years ago, multiplied and concentrated human societies, radically magnifying 
their ability to shape the landscape, build its structures, make objects, and 
create tools and containers. Th rough pottery, metallurgy, weaving, and other 
craft s, civilizations fashioned, with remarkable precision and aesthetics, the 
substance and surfaces of made objects and goods. At the same time, admin-
istrative and royal cities transformed the landscape with megaliths (such as 
monumental temples, pyramids, and mortuary structures) and such massive 
undertakings as roads, canals, ports, and walls, which, like skin itself, wall 
us off  and contain us and yet also open us to take in the surrounding world. 
Th is radically expanded dominance revealed humanity as not only a major 
geographic and ecological agent, but also a willful and self-defi ning being.
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In chapter 4, I begin with analytical refl ections on the human urge to 
represent and decorate surfaces. I examine human expression across ten 
thousand years, dwelling particularly on how humans enwrap themselves in 
meaning through and with things. Across a deep and long history, humans 
have confl ated their lives and meanings with vessels, homes, and cities. Th ey 
decorate and beautify surfaces to express their place in community and 
society and defi ne their lives. In the concluding sections of the chapter, I 
examine measurement and writing, which, as seen in the early civilizations 
of the Near and Far East and China, reveal how surfaces are a primary way 
to know and represent the world. Stylus and stone, and later pen and paper, 
furnished humans with a means to identify, establish, record, and retain what 
concretely—in number, size, distinct properties, and characteristics—is in 
and collected from the world. Writing provides symbolic, analogical, and 
metaphoric ways to represent, enumerate, and even beautify invisible orders, 
hidden elements, and transcendent powers and realms.

In my exploration of medieval technology, I refl ect on the informing spirit 
of representation and decorations as concentrated in and on the façades of 
medieval cathedrals. Th ese cathedrals displayed the whole spectrum of a 
civilization’s skill in working with wood, stone, metal, ceramics, glass, and 
fabric. Using symmetry, proportionality, design, and symbol, their builders 
shaped structures to provide an accounting of creation, sacred history, and 
New Testament hope. In some fourteenth- and fi ft eenth-century churches, 
clocks, driven by gears whose principles also drove watermills and windmills, 
illustrated the movement of hours, days, months, and years.

In chapter 5, I begin exclusively to follow western civilization. A partial 
justifi cation for this focus is the fact that by the eighteenth century, Europe 
had become the paramount, though not the fi rst or sole, explorer of the world 
and the creator of diverse surfaces. Juxtaposing art and science, as embodied 
in the craft  of Leonardo and the thought of Descartes, I continue a discussion 
of surfaces in terms of measurement, art, and geometric and symbolic expres-
sion. Medieval architects, who had built their cathedrals with advancing craft  
techniques, rudimentary geometry, and a tacit belief in the correspondence 
of form, perfection, and creation, turned stone, wood, and glass into monu-
mental, symbolic, and light-fi lled structures. Yet Italian Renaissance builders 
and artists, who continued to craft  similar surfaces with the skills and tools 
inherited from their medieval predecessors, rendered the world anew. Using 
light, shading, and perspective, they produced naturalistic representations 
of skin and cloth, erected buildings, and organized landscapes to classical 
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and human measure. In the case of drawing and painting, they utilized 
grids of proportionality, and shaped objects out of corresponding and alter-
nate, congruous and incongruous, compatible and incompatible, parallel 
and oblique, symmetric and asymmetric, and highlighted and fl attened 
polarities. Siding with the truth of the eye and hand and the mechanics of 
optics and perspectives over and against radiating presence, symbolics of 
color and form, and dialectics of ideas and theologies, Renaissance and early 
modern artists, quintessentially Leonardo, anticipated the observational, 
empirical, and experimental qualities later proposed by natural scientists, 
geologists, botanists, anatomists, and inventors.

At the same time, one major wing of modern science, as represented 
and furthered by the seventeenth-century mathematician and philosopher 
Descartes, fl ew away from the sensuous and tactile surfaces of world, things, 
and society. It made its truth the abstract and rational graph and formula. It 
charted space, as well as forces, energies, and time, with the geometric rubric of 
abstract points, lines, shapes, and single frames of perception. Contradicting 
a concept of truth derived from ambulant and ambient humans, this “new” 
truth rested on calculable numbers and verifi able mathematical formulas. 
Another wing of modern science peered outward and upward to the heavens 
to observe and calculate their movement. Th ese scientists began to calculate 
the laws of such elusive and ethereal realities as gravity, light, and percep-
tion itself. And a smaller band of scientists, starting with Galileo, turned the 
refl ective faces of their telescopes downward and inward. Piercing porous 
epidermises and the shells of things, they looked at smaller unseen things and 
the swarm of hidden life. Th rough the lens of the fi rst microscope, Robert 
Hooke (1635–1703) peered with awe at sheets of cells of cork, the stinging 
apparatus of nettles, and the compound eye of a fl y.8 Indeed, there were all 
sorts of things within things—and being itself was surfaces on surfaces, layers 
upon layers, up and down the line.

As much as mathematicians and scientists sought to view and know the 
inner and outer faces and workings of nature, so sixteenth-, seventeenth-, 
and eighteenth-century artists, the subject of chapter 6, indulged the 
eyes’ and hands’ organization, making, and beautifying of the world and 
celebrated wealth and means. In the Golden Baroque era, humans erected 
palaces, ordered gardens, dug refl ecting ponds, established carriageways, and 
constructed urban avenues, and they built exquisite stairways in the golden 
interiors of their churches, palaces, and residences. Mirrors, clothes, and 
etiquette all refl ected this newly ornate world, in which decorated surfaces 
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